Variation set structure -partial overlap of successive utterances in child-directed speechhas been shown to correlate with progress in children's acquisition of syntax. We demonstrate the benefits of variation set structure directly: in miniature artificial languages, arranging a certain proportion of utterances in a training corpus in variation sets facilitated word and phrase constituent learning in adults. Our findings have implications for understanding the mechanisms of L1 acquisition by children, and for the development of more efficient algorithms for automatic language acquisition, as well as better methods for L2 instruction.
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Variation sets in language learning
Imagine receiving two messages from outer space (Table 1) . While message 1 appears hard to decipher, message 2 reveals certain structural properties of the unfamiliar language. By aligning and comparing its successive utterances (1b-2b, 2b-3b, and 3b-4b), one notices that some but not other sequences repeat, suggesting potential segmentation into words (Table 2, left). What promotes language discovery in (1b-4b), but not in (1a-4a), is that some of the successive utterances in that passage form partial self-repetitions, or variation sets (Küntay & Slobin, 1996) . Harris (1946) proposed alignment and comparison of successive utterances as simple procedures for linguistic inquiry. There is reason to believe that these processes may also facilitate language learning in children (L1) and adults (L2). Variation set structure is prevalent both in child-directed speech and in adult conversations (e.g., Hoff-Ginsberg, 1986; Pickering & Garrod, 2004; Szmrecsanyi, 2005) , and it correlates with progress in children's acquisition of syntax (e.g., Hoff-Ginsberg, 1986; Waterfall, 2006 , submitted for publication-b). Indeed, our second example (1b-4b) is patterned on a passage from a real corpus of child-directed speech (Waterfall, submitted for publication-a; Table 2, right) .
From a computational standpoint, the key characteristic of variation sets is that local mechanisms of alignment and comparison allow even memory-limited learners to discover structure that they would otherwise miss. The same mechanisms can be reused to yield higher-order structural properties of language (Table 2, right). But just how frequent are variation sets in natural child-directed speech (CDS)? Researchers have reported that about 20% of utterances in the corpora they studied appeared within
